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Executive Summary 
EOSC-Synergy is pushing for the use of software engineering practices in the            

development and delivery of EOSC services as the means to foster their adoption by the               
European research communities. To this end, EOSC-Synergy is providing the guidelines, in            
the form of versioned online documents (i.e. Software and Service QA baselines), with a              
very pragmatic nature, to be adopted by the scientific communities involved in any             
development and/or maintenance effort of any type of software solution.  

This is the case of, but not restricted to, the services offered through the EOSC               
portal. According to EOSC-Synergy standards, improving the quality aspects of those           
services is a critical requirement for them to be compliant with the Open Science values, and                
the only means of enhancing their usability once exposed to the user. 

Nevertheless, delivering guidelines for the accurate development of research         
software is not enough to engage the interest of the computational scientists . Accordingly,             1

the EOSC-Synergy project is developing a solution to lower the barriers of adopting such              
software engineering practices through the graphical composition of CI/CD pipelines. By           
executing those pipelines, the criteria coming from the former QA baselines can be then              
assessed, so that each change in the source code is compliant with such practices. 

The first prototype of the Software Quality Assurance as a Service (SQAaaS) is             
thoroughly described in the present deliverable, both from an architectural and functional            
perspective, covering the enabling technologies as well as the demonstration of the most             
significant outcomes. 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 
Software developed by computational scientists fairly often lacks a software quality           

assurance (SQA) basis. There are several reasons that explain this reality, but the root              
cause is that the research software is commonly not developed with quality in mind but the                
scientific result. This brings about negative outcomes in terms of compliance with the             
desirable quality characteristics that are required for software in order to be an enabler of               
reproducible research, a key goal of Open Science. Common quality characteristics of the             
software being pursued are reusability, reliability and functional suitability and long-term           
sustainability. 

1 Person skilled in Scientific Computing, not to be confused with Computer Scientist 
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Even when computational scientists are familiar with good software development          
practices, they might be tempted to choose speed of delivery over quality. On the flip side, it                 
is also commonplace that the computational scientist is not aware of the possibilities that              
modern software engineering methodologies offer. In either case, the resultant source code            
is hardly reusable by the community since little or no effort has been focused on building up                 
a substantial amount of test cases that improve the overall reliability or in writing readable               
code that can be easily understood and extended by potential contributors (e.g. next Ph.D.              
student). 

The EOSC-Synergy project is developing a solution, coined as SQA as a Service             
(SQAaaS), which aims to reconcile research software development with modern software           
engineering practices. The SQAaaS facilitates the QA task by providing the computational            
scientist with ready-to-use pipelines featuring quality verification actions that will immediately           
improve the quality characteristics of the code. As a consequence, the cost of implementing              
a SQA process is dramatically reduced and suitable for any of the aforementioned use              
cases. 

1.2 The SQAaaS in the European Open Science Cloud 
As previously stated, and widely agreed in the scientific literature [R1], software is a              

pillar of Open Science, and thus, key to its realisation. According to the Open Science               
values, the software shall not only be open and accessible, but also allow any scientific               
output obtained as a result of its execution to be reproducible. Hence, software must be               
treated as a valuable research object that requires the use of a SQA process throughout its                
development life cycle (SDLC) in order to guarantee the fulfillment of a minimal set of quality                
characteristics. 

The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) provides a universal point of access to             
research services that enable the realization of the Open Science in Europe. The             
consolidation of the SQAaaS within the EOSC is particularly suitable not only for conveying              
the SQA practices in the development of such services, aiming at reaching the long tail of                
computational scientific work in Europe, but also as an assessment tool that analyses and              
reports the quality aspects of the current and prospective EOSC services. The eligible SQA              
criteria are presented in the next section. 

1.3 The Baselines for Software and Services 
The baseline documents for Software QA [R2] and for Service QA [R3] comprise a              

set of pragmatic criteria to evaluate the quality of software and services, respectively. The              
criteria are agnostic to the type of technologies or services used to implement them, these               
are left to the software developers, service managers and infrastructures to choose from. 
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QA is a means to increase the reliability, sustainability, and reusability of any given              
software product, or service to be integrated, or onboarded, in the EOSC framework.             
Although these criteria have been created and developed in the framework of European             
projects, it is generic enough to be taken by any party, be it either other European and non                  
European scientific communities, open source developers or even commercial companies. 

The documents themselves are in open access, and managed through public GitHub            
repositories. Changes, updates, corrections, and discussion occur in this platform as well,            
promoting open contributions from third parties. 

The technical implementation and services used in the particular framework of           
EOSC-Synergy, are described in the next sections. 

1.4 Previous work 
The technical foundation for a SQAaaS solution was laid out in previous EU-funded             

projects that developed software solutions for European research e-Infrastructures. Since          
the very inception of INDIGO-DataCloud [R4], back in 2015, the DevOps culture was             
embraced in order to cover accurately the whole SDLC. As a consequence, DevOps             
practices were progressively adopted through the implementation of pipelines that, by the            
end of the project, already encompassed both the continuous integration (CI) and delivery             
(CD) phases.  

A subsequent project, DEEP Hybrid-DataCloud [R5], pushed forward the boundaries          
of automation of the CI/CD pipelines to cover as well the deployment of the software               
solutions in production, readily available for user exploitation. Besides, throughout the           
project, the more powerful Pipeline as Code (PaC) technology, provided by the Jenkins             
solution [R6], was adopted, which was a definitive turning point towards the conception of a               
SQAaaS solution. 

1.5 Outlining the SQAaaS development 

1.5.1 Alignment with the software and service baseline criteria 
As previously indicated, the eligible SQA criteria assessed by the SQAaaS are the             

ones contained in the software and service baselines. Within those baselines, each quality             
criterion is identified by an individual code that will be used by the SQAaaS. The ultimate                
goal of the SQAaaS solution is to cover as many criteria from the QA baselines as possible,                 
as long as they are suitable to be assessed in an automated fashion. 

The support for the criteria is planned to cover progressively the CI and CD phases of a                 
DevOps pipeline, which match the software and service criteria, respectively.  
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1.5.2 Agile-based incremental development 
The SQAaaS implementation, as it will be described in Section 2.2, encompasses the             

development and integration of a subset of software components. Individual teams           
responsible for the development of each component meet periodically following an Agile            
software development approach. The discussions take place around a Kanban board, and            
go through three primary phases: retrospective (progress done since the last meeting),            
prioritization (open issues to focus on next) and planning (work expected for the longer              
term). WP3 is using videoconference tools for weekly meetings and other tools for             
collaborative work . 

As a consequence of the adoption of an agile methodology, an incremental software             
development process has been established that will deliver a first minimum viable product             
(MVP) followed by two prototypes. The last prototype is expected to be the definitive              
SQAaaS solution. The incremental approach aims at guaranteeing that each of the three             
prototypes will provide added value to the user. The present deliverable will thoroughly             
describe the implementation of the initial MVP release. 

 

2. Prototype overview 
The final outcome conceived as the SQAaaS solution is outlined in Figure 2.1, which              

identifies the involved software components in the architecture (along the middle layer) and             
how the two main scenarios, the Online Quality Assessment (OQA) and the Pipeline as a               
Service, make use of them. In this section we will introduce the first prototype, or MVP, that                 
will provide a subset of features, both in terms of supported QA criteria (from the               
aforementioned baselines) and scenarios supported. 
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Figure 2.1: High-level architecture of the prospective SQAaaS solution 

2.1 The scenarios 
The two scenarios are tightly related, in the sense that they provide a means to               

evaluate the criteria from the software and service baselines, but while the OQA provides a               
comprehensive examination of the whole set of criteria supported, the Pipeline-as-a-Service           
offers instead an on-demand service that allows the user to create customized pipelines.             
Besides, the OQA, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, will set out an awarding system, by issuing                
digital badges, as the way to recognize the quality achievements of a given piece of               
software. In this regard, the Pipeline as a Service is less complex, but meant to be more                 
flexible as a consequence of the on-demand pipeline composition feature. Hence, they serve             
different purposes and they are oriented to different audiences: the OQA is suitable to be               
used as a certification tool, while the Pipeline as a Service is geared towards introducing               
computational scientists to software engineering practices throughout the SDLC. 
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As an initial approximation to the final SQAaaS solution, the first prototype            
addresses the implementation of the Pipeline as a Service scenario. According to Figure             
2.1, this scenario deals with a smaller set of components, which will be introduced in the                
next section, aiming at covering the following use cases: 

 

Table 2.1: Use cases to validate the first SQAaaS prototype (1.0) 

 

Section 4 will demonstrate the fulfillment of the above use cases by the present              
prototype. 

2.2 The components 
According to Figure 2.1, the realization of the Pipeline as a Service involves the use               

of 4 main components: 

● a pipeline composer, which implements the support for the criteria established in the             
software and service baselines through the composition of CI/CD pipelines,  

● a CI system that provides the platform to automatically provision the computing            
resources and execute the CI/CD pipelines, 

● an API to expose the features delivered by the SQAaaS, ready to be consumed by               
client applications, and successfully conduct the available workflows, 

● a Web interface that facilitates the exploitation of the SQAaaS capabilities (through            
the API) by the end user. 

As indicated in Section 1.4, Jenkins CI is the natural choice according to the previous               
work and expertise of the development teams. Furthermore, Jenkins’ PaC technology fully            
addresses the SQAaaS requirements with regards to the programmatic composition of the            
CI/CD pipelines with code, and the Jenkins API [R7] exposes the functionality needed for the               
pipeline building management, such as triggering builds or returning the status of the             
execution. 
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Use Case 
identifier 

Description 

UC#1 The user is capable of creating pipelines based on the available quality 
criteria 

UC#2 The user is capable of obtaining the results from the pipeline execution 

UC#3 The user is capable of downloading the composed pipeline, meant to be 
manually added to a source code repository 

UC#4 The user is capable of requesting a pull request (PR) to automatically add 
the resultant pipeline in a source code repository 



                                                                           
 

This section introduces the core components being developed from scratch in order            
to build the SQAaaS MVP. In this component breakdown, we deliberately disregard the             
Jenkins component. Jenkins CI is the underlying technology that enables the operation            
of the SQAaaS solution, however at this level no new developments will be required and               
only integration efforts are expected. 

2.2.1 JePL 
JePL [R8] is a CI library meant to make it easier to configure the SQAaaS pipelines                

without knowing about Jenkins PaC syntax. Hence, the JePL provides a more simple             
solution to adopt a DevOps development practice by leveraging the YAML language to             
describe the criteria from the QA baselines to be assessed. 

Through a unique YAML configuration file, the config.yml file, one can describe the             
required configurations and stages for the criteria evaluation. Besides that, additional           
configuration files are demanded for managing the services needed for the CI checks. These              
include the docker-compose.yml file, and a minimal Jenkins PaC definition or Jenkinsfile.            
The Jenkinsfile is very general and can be used in software projects without any change, i.e. the                                
project-related information is in config.yml and docker-compose.yml. Thus, software, services                 
and tests are represented in these files. 

2.2.2 SQAaaS API 
The SQAaaS API [R9] exposes all the available functionality to the outside world,             

readily available to any potential client. For the specific case of this first prototype, the               
SQAaaS Web, introduced in the next section, appears as the main client capable of              
harnessing all its functionality in a graphical fashion, and thus, boosting the usability of the               
SQAaaS solution. 

This API implements the logic that enables the successful fulfillment of the            
identified use cases for this first prototype, which will be hereinafter described. To this              
end, the API relies on source code repository management capabilities and leverages the             
previously introduced JePL component in order to cover the CI and CD phases through the               
composition and execution of pipelines. 

2.2.3 SQAaaS Web 
This component provides a web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) to facilitate the            

composition of CI/CD pipelines out of a set of configuration values that can be specified               
by the user through online forms. These pipelines can be customised by the user, in order                
to test specific quality criteria for a certain software repository or it can include all the criteria                 
in order to perform a full assessment of said repository. This web interacts with the SQAaaS                
API in order to perform the pipeline composition. 
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3. Prototype design and implementation 

3.1 Design choices 

3.1.1 YAML-based CI/CD pipelines 
YAML provides a language representation for data structures for a conceptual data            

model. It is a human and machine readable language appropriate for handling configuration             
information. Based on this readability, YAML is commonly a better choice than alternative             
options like JSON, and at the same time it can benefit from the consistency of the latter,                 
leveraging the JSON schema [R10] validation. Indeed, the JePL validator [R11] has been             
developed in order to evaluate the syntax of the main JePL configuration file, or config.yml               
file. 

Therefore, as indicated in Section 2, JePL usage requires only dealing with YAML             
files, i.e. config.yml and docker-compose.yml. Thus, it is also perfectly suitable to be used              
directly by the end user without the need of relying on the SQAaaS platform. The content                
of the additional (and required) non-YAML file, the Jenkinsfile, is commonly fixed, being as              
simple as the one shown in Listing 3.1. 

 

Listing 3.1: Content of the Jenkinsfile as required by JePL. 

3.1.2 API-first or contract-based API 
The SQAaaS API has been designed using the OpenAPI v3.0.3 specification [R12].            

The OpenAPI specification uses a human-consumable language that establishes a contract           
that stipulates its behaviour. Accordingly, the design of the API is more accurate as it implies                
a collaborative effort (from both technical and non-technical parties) in order to define what              
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@Library(['github.com/indigo-dc/jenkins-pipeline-library@2.1.0’]) _ 
def projectConfig 
pipeline { 

   agent any 

   stages {  

       stage('SQA Baseline Dynamic Stages') { 
           steps { 

               script { 

                   projectConfig = pipelineConfig() 

                   buildStages(projectConfig) 

               } 

           } 

       } 

   } 

} 



                                                                           
 

will be subsequently implemented with code. This approach, known as API-first or            
contract-based API, was adopted for the SQAaaS API. 

The combination of OpenAPI specification and API-first not only made the SQAaaS            
API well-designed, but also well-documented. The API documentation is the fundamental           
tool and vehicle for consumer applications, as it is the case of the SQAaaS Web. Accurate                
API documentation allows a smoother integration once the real API is available. 

One additional and important benefit of the API-first approach is to harness the             
so-called mock API servers, which are able to provide a working API made up of static HTTP                 
responses, just by reading the OpenAPI specification. The use of mock servers enable the              
continuous and parallel development of API-dependant components, since requests         
and responses can be obtained from the mocked API regardless of the availability of an               
actual implementation. This fact has been particularly convenient throughout the          
development of the current SQAaaS prototype, e.g. to avoid delays in the Web development              
when certain API paths were not yet implemented.  

3.1.3 Static website 
The SQAaaS website has been implemented using an architectural style based on            

static web sites, being coined as JAMStack [R13], which only features HTML, CSS and              
JavaScript. The Annex-A provides more details about the benefits of choosing the JAMStack             
approach over more traditional web-based stacks such as LAMP, but those can be             
summarized as follows: 

● Security: No web servers are involved in serving the web page’s assets, which are 
pre-generated / pre-rendered at compilation time by a JavaScript framework and 
exposed via a CDN or static web page hosting such as Amazon S3 [R14] or GitHub 
pages [R15]. The absence of servers reduces the attack surface. 

● Scale: The web page’s assets are rapidly served to the web browser, where the 
page is rendered, and most of the logic is implemented in a client-side language such 
as JavaScript. By decentralizing part of the logic from the server to the client, a larger 
amount of clients can access the web application, which entirely runs on the web 
browser, thus alleviating traditional workloads that are executed on the web server. 

● Performance: By removing the need to generate page views on a server whenever 
the HTTP request is received, the page loading speed is reduced. Instead, page 
views are pre-rendered and completely managed on the client-side. 

● Availability. A static web site does not require periodic monitoring and management 
of the web server. Instead, the use of a CDN is entirely managed by a Cloud provider 
so the responsibility is no longer on the shoulders of the user.  

● Portability. The web page’s assets can be easily moved from one hosting provider 
to another since this is typically a folder that only includes HTML, CSS and 
JavaScript files. Any simple static hosting solution may be able to serve a static web 
site. 
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For the development of the front-end, Vue.js [R16] was used because it supports             
creating user interfaces with intuitive, modern and easy-to-use features, it has a very active              
community and it is very easy to integrate with existing applications. In addition, using this               
framework allows you to easily generate a static website. Previous experience from the             
authors with this framework was also important to decide adopting this framework. 

3.2 Per-component implementation 

3.2.1 JePL 
JePL [R8] leverages the Groovy-based Jenkins shared library architecture, which          

allows to define common patterns that can be loaded into existing pipelines, within the              
Jenkinsfile definition, from external version control repositories. This allows pipeline code           
sharing between projects to reduce redundancies and keep code DRY [R17]. To illustrate             
this, in our previous example from Listing 3.1, the first line is loading the JePL 2.1.0 version.  

Indeed, version 2.1.0 is the one used by the SQAaaS prototype being described in              
the present document. In this section, we will cover the main implementation details and              
introduce the relevant features. More details can be found in the online documentation [R18]. 

File Structure 
JePL expects the file structure shown in Figure 3.1, where as previously indicated,             

the most relevant file is the config.yml, since the docker-compose.yml and Jenkinsfile are             
external dependencies for the resource provisioning and the operation of the Jenkins PaC             
technology, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Required JePL file structure in the source code repository. Note that both the config.yml 
and the docker-compose.yml files are stored in a folder named ‘.sqa’. 
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This config.yml file is composed of: 

● A config section defining some common project configurations, such as code           
repositories, credentials, compose agent and deployment template; 

● sqa_criteria labels defining the containers and build tools to run together with each             
code repository for each desired criterion. 

Internal workflow 
The core value of the JePL is that it dynamically generates the set of pipeline               

stages that will validate the QA criteria defined in the config.yml file. The UML diagram               
from Figure 3.2 summarizes the JePL implementation. 

 

Figure 3.2: UML diagram with a short representation of JePL main classes 
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As already indicated, the Jenkinsfile loads and initiates JePL by calling the Groovy             
closures pipelineConfig() and buildStages(). The SQA criteria definitions placed in the           
config.yml file are loaded and validated with the call to pipelineConfig(). Similarly, the             
docker-compose.yml file configurations are loaded with the call to buildStages(). This closure            
also receives the pipeline definitions returned from pipelineConfig() and generates the           
corresponding stages. 

ConfigParser class loads the data structures and configurations for the pipeline. It can             
be instantiated by pipelineConfig() closure multiple times. 

DockerCompose class implements the only composer currently supported by JePL, i.e.           
Docker Compose [R19]. It contains the major methods to run all required operations for each               
defined stage. It can be instantiated by buildStages() multiple times, receiving the            
configuration generated by the pipelineConfig() invocation. 

For software related (or CI) criteria, only a subset dovetails within the pipeline logic:              
code style compliance (qc_style), unit (qc_coverage) and functional (qc_functional) testing          
coverage, documentation (qc_doc) and security (qc_security). Table 3.1 shows the          
associated category code from the Software QA baseline. 

 

Table 3.1: QA criteria supported by JePL release 2.1.0 

 

User input is required in order to define the required parameters for each criterion,               
such as the source code repositories and the tests to run. The support for service (or CD)                 
criteria is not implemented in the current prototype, however it will be addressed in upcoming               
prototypes as described in Section 5.1. 

Every pipeline run will do a new deployment using Docker Compose in a single host.               
For a multi Docker container setup that requires communication among the deployed            
services, the Docker internal network is available. When the job execution finishes (either             
succeeding or failing) the allocated resources are always released. 
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JePL criterion ID Software QA baseline category 

qc_style QC.Sty 

qc_coverage QC.Uni 

qc_functional QC.Fun, QC.Uni 

qc_security QC.Sec 

qc_doc QC.Doc 



                                                                           
 

Main features 
The present SQAaaS prototype has been delivered with the JePL 2.1.0 version. The             

most relevant features are summarized in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2: Main features of JePL release 2.1.0 
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Feature Description 

Advanced code management By leveraging the Git SCM plugin [R20], 
JePL allows users to customize the task of 
cloning a git code repository, enabling 
fetching remote branches and tags, or 
setting up the local branch. 

Secure read & write operations with remote 
services 

Credentials Binding plugin [R21] provides a 
way to add secrets to the recurring runtimes 
from Jenkins, keeping code configuration 
clean from sensitive or private data. 
Credentials are required to clone private git 
repositories or access other services not 
publicly accessible. 

Built-in support for Python’s tox [R22] tool Although a list of shell commands (through 
the commands setting) can be provided to 
be executed within each SQA criterion, 
JePL provides Python applications with the 
capability of using a tox setting that 
simplifies the use of the tool. 

Support for Docker Compose All the features from Docker Compose can 
be used with the current JePL release.  

Use of alternative Docker registries Docker image management (pull, push) can      
be done using official Docker Hub registry       
by default or any other registry. 

Custom environment variables Custom environment variables can be     
passed inside containers using the     
environment property. 



                                                                           
 

3.2.2 SQAaaS API 

Implementation requirements 
As already indicated in the “Design Choices” section, the adoption of an OpenAPI             

specification to implement the SQAaaS API is supported by a number of requirements             
summarized in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3: API requirements and the associated implementation description. 

 

The table above summarizes the implementation mechanisms for each requirement.          
The workflow followed in the development of the first release of the SQAaaS API is               
represented in Figure 3.2, which drives the SQAaaS API development process starting in the              
API specification, going through the actual business logic implementation, and the final            
delivery. Along the way, the API server is available in the 3 required forms, i.e. development,                
staging and production. The main purpose of the staging phase is to test the integration with                
the SQAaaS Web UI frontend, before being delivered in the production environment, as             
shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Requirement SQAaaS API Implementation 

Collaborative design of 
OpenAPI specification 

The specification lies in an individual SCM repository [R9], 
subject to any modification from the parties involved in the 
development of the SQAaaS solution. 

Well-documented API 
with clear request and 
response definitions 

The API documentation is readily available [R23], as a result 
of the specification being validated & built on each change 
(using a JePL definition as the CI solution). 

Clear division among 
development, testing & 
production 

3 endpoints available: 
● api-dev.sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu 
● api-staging.sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu 
● api.sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu 

Independent, 
non-blocking 
development of Web 
UI client 

In accordance with API-first approach, changes in the API are 
first defined in the specification. While these changes are 
implemented on the API side, the development endpoint 
(api-dev.sqaaas.eosc.synergy.eu) acts as a mock server so 
that the development of the Web UI client is not interrupted. 

Agile API server 
implementation 

The skeleton code is auto-generated with the 
OpenAPI-generator tool according to the API specification. 
Once generated, the business logic is implemented. 



                                                                           
 

 

Figure 3.3: SQAaaS API server implementation workflow. The solid lines represent automated steps, 
while the dotted lines represent manual actions. 

Functional requirements 
In terms of the expected functionality by the SQAaaS API for this first prototype              

according to the use cases formulated in Section 2.1, the following paths have been              
implemented: 

● /pipeline 
○ POST: creates a new pipeline definition in the database 
○ GET: returns the available pipelines from the database 

● /pipeline/<id> 
○ GET: returns the definition for the given pipeline 

● /pipeline/<id>/config 
○ GET: returns the JePL main config definition for the pipeline 

● /pipeline/<id>/composer 
○ GET: returns the JePL composer definition for the pipeline 

● /pipeline/<id>/jenkinsfile 
○ GET: returns the JePL Jenkinsfile definition for the pipeline. 

● /pipeline/<id>/run 
○ POST: runs the pipeline in the Jenkins endpoint 

● /pipeline/<id>/status 
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○ GET: obtains the execution status of the pipeline in Jenkins 
● /pipeline/<id>/compressed_files 

○ GET: returns a compressed file format of the JePL file structure 
● /pipeline/<id>/pull_request 

○ POST: create a pull request in an upstream repo (provided by the user) in              
order to add the generated JePL files 

 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 summarize the business logic for the most relevant API paths. It               
is important to note the use of the GitHub API in order to trigger the builds in the                  
Jenkins CI system. In particular, the new pipelines are run by Jenkins as a result of their                 
presence in GitHub’s EOSC-Synergy organization [R24], and thus, they are not being            
directly composed leveraging Jenkins API. The main rationale behind this approach is to             
benefit from a VCS approach in the maintenance of the pipelines. Thus, each pipeline              
modification is versioned, and subsequently executed in Jenkins, granted by a previous            
integration step among the two systems. Figure 3.4 showcases this approach, where the             
execution of a pipeline involves the creation of the repository (in the EOSC-Synergy             
organization) with the JePL structure [create_org_repo(), push_jepl_files()] and, afterwards,         
it triggers the organization scan [scan_organization()] so that the new repository (or changes             
thereof) are detected by Jenkins and the pipeline can be ran. If the pipeline has already run                 
and the repository exists, the pipeline is triggered directly through the Jenkins API             
[build_job()]. 
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Figure 3.4: Sequence diagram for the API paths that i) create, ii) run, and iii) get the status (in 
Jenkins) of a pipeline created with the JePL component. 

 

Another important aspect is that the SQAaaS API only returns the Jenkins build URL              
corresponding to the job associated with the pipeline. Accordingly, the reporting feature will             
be delivered in the upcoming prototypes of the SQAaaS solution, as it will be discussed in                
Section 5. With such a build URL as input parameter, the API is able to return the Jenkins                  
status of any given pipeline. 
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Figure 3.5: Sequence diagram for the API paths that i) create a PR in GitHub, and ii) get the JePL file 
structure as a compressed (ZIP) file. 

 

Figure 3.5 showcases the workflows associated with two important outcomes needed           
to fulfill the use cases of the first prototype. Once the pipeline is composed, stored and                
executed, these two API paths provide the means to make the pipeline available in her/his               
own code repository, either by creating a PR to such a repository or by downloading the                
(JePL) pipeline files in a compressed format. In the former case, the SQAaaS API uses               
again the EOSC-Synergy organisation to create a fork of the target repository in order to               
create a PR without the need of handling user credentials. 

3.2.3 SQAaaS Web 
The first prototype version for this component was built considering the list of requirements              
in Table 3.4. 
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Category Description 

Security The web must only be accessed by authenticated users 

Security Users must authenticate via EGI Check-In  

Security The web must be served over HTTPs 

Deployment The web must be deployed as a static web site 

Deployment The web should be automatically compiled (pre-rendered) 
out of changes in the source code 

Deployment The web should be automatically deployed to the hosting 



                                                                           
 

Table 3.4: SQAaaS Web GUI implementation requirements.. 

 

The first screen that will appear once the web is accessed through            
https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu is the landing page, shown in Figure 3.6, where general           
information about SQAaaS is also displayed. The service authentication process is           
integrated with EGI Check-in [R25], where users can select an identity provider (IdP) to              
access and use the available services. This opens up the ability to rapidly use the service                
without the need to previously register.  

Once the user has been authenticated, the next screen, as shown in Figure 3.7,              
allows the user to select the SQAaaS scenario, i.e. either the Pipeline as a Service or the                 
Online Quality Assessment. As the present prototype only implements the Pipeline as a             
Service scenario, the web currently only allows this possibility. 
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service after it has been compiled 

Functionality The web must support the “pipelines as a service” use 
case, where the user configures the resulting pipeline 
through web forms 

Usability The web should be responsive, i.e., still be usable when 
accessed from different devices  

Usability The web should provide response times well below 10 
seconds, which is the limit for keeping the user’s attention 
focused on the dialogue [R4] 

https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu/


                                                                           
 

 

Figure 3.6: Landing page of the SQAaaS web app. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Functionalities offered by SQAaaS web app. 

The Pipeline as a Service view allows the user to compose and customize the              
CI/CD pipeline according to the information expected by the JePL component, as described             
in Section 3.2.1. Therefore, the steps to follow for the configuration of the pipeline go               
sequentially through the i) General options, ii) SQA criteria, and iii) Actions panels. 
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General Options 
In the General Options view, the user provides the information that will be needed in               

the subsequent configuration steps. For instance, the repository -or repositories- needed to            
apply the QA criteria, the Jenkins credentials -useful in case of working with private              
repositories, when there is the need to push data into them or in other situations that may                 
require authentication -, or environment variables required at pipeline runtime. 

Similarly, all the services that are required by the pipeline have to be defined              
beforehand, hence the configuration of the composer, the docker-compose.yml file, is set at             
this stage. Here, for each service, it is necessary to specify the Docker image, the name of                 
the container and the volume mount options. 

Figure 3.8 shows the current look of the General Options panel, where            
aforementioned settings are organized according to the needs of the JePL configuration            
files, i.e. config.yml and docker-compose.yml. 

 

Figure 3.8: General pipeline settings. 
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SQA Criteria 
The next step, the SQA Criteria, corresponds to the selection of the QA criteria to be                

executed by the pipeline. The available QA criteria can be accessed through the drop-down              
menu shown in Figure 3.9, which is aligned with the criteria supported by the JePL 2.1.0.                
Also important at this stage is the name to be used to identify the pipeline, required by the                  
SQAaaS API to label the GitHub repository and the Jenkins job.  

Once a criterion has been selected, it is necessary to link it to the relevant               
repository(s) and the service(s), defined in the previous General Options screen.           
Furthermore, it is also required to provide the means of verification through the commands              
or tox parameters addressed in Section 3.2.1. Figure 3.10 shows the SQA Criteria view. 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Selection panel of the criteria to be verified in the pipeline. 
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Figure 3.10: SQA Criteria Panel. Selection of the repository and the service by criteria. 

 

So far, the customization process of the config.yml and docker-compose.yml files has            
been addressed. It is important to note that for the current prototype it is not necessary to                 
modify the Jenkinsfile so it will be generated automatically with the default configuration. 

Actions 
The last step corresponds to the Actions view. Here, it is possible to interact with the                

functionalities implemented in the SQAaaS API. Thus, once the "Create pipeline" button is             
pressed, the web application sends the information, gathered from the previous steps, in the              
required JSON format, to the SQAaaS API. If a successful response is obtained, a unique               
identifier is returned by the API and the panel shown in Figure 3.11 is then displayed. From                 
this panel it is now possible to run the pipeline, check the status of the job, generate the files                   
with the necessary structure for JePL and create a PR in a repository selected by the user.                 
All these actions are resultant from requests to the SQAaaS API. 
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Figure 3.11: Action panel to generate the files and run the pipeline. 

 

4. Prototype evaluation 
This section demonstrates the fulfillment of the target use cases presented in Section             

2. To this end, we will address each one of them from an user perspective, and thus, only                  
interacting with the SQAaaS Web and Jenkins CI interfaces. As a first step, the operational               
or test environment is briefly described. 

4.1 Test environment 

The SQAaaS components described so far are of different nature, and thus, they             
need different setups. In particular, while the Web GUI, API and Jenkins need to be exposed                
as services, the JePL is a library that only needs to be loaded prior to the actual pipeline                  
execution. The relevant services deployed to tackle the development of the current prototype             
are described below. 

sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu [SQAaaS Web] 
To host the static web site we opted for GitHub pages given that GitHub is the source                 

code management platform adopted in the project and, therefore, this will provide seamless             
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integration from the development codebase to the web page’s assets. It is important to point               
out that GitHub pages are subject to certain usage limits, as indicated in [R26]: 

● GitHub Pages source repositories have a recommended limit of 1GB 
● Published GitHub Pages sites may be no larger than 1 GB. 
● GitHub Pages sites have a soft bandwidth limit of 100GB per month. 
● GitHub Pages sites have a soft limit of 10 builds per hour.  

These limits will not be met for the SQAaaS web and, therefore, GitHub pages is the                
technological decision adopted for hosting the static web site. 

api-staging.sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu [SQAaaS API] 
As already indicated in the implementation section, the API is exposed in 3 different              

formats: development, staging and production. The staging API is the one being used to              
perform the integration testing. The three APIs are deployed using a Kubernetes [R27]             
cluster to speed up the re-creation (rolling update) when a new change is added to the code.                 
Hence, in the particular case of the staging API, every change generates a new Docker               
image that is subsequently deployed in the cluster, replacing the previous version and             
maintaining the full availability of the service. In this setup, the database is maintained in a                
persistent volume, as well as the authentication tokens for the GitHub and Jenkins platforms. 

jenkins.eosc-synergy.eu [Jenkins CI] 
The Jenkins CI service has been deployed as a long-term service meant not only for               

the testing requirements that emerge from the SQAaaS development, but also for running             
the CI/CD pipelines of the software projects using the JePL component. We can identify here               
both the SQAaaS components and also the EOSC-Synergy’s Thematic Services (TSs) that            
are progressively adopting the JePL solution. A more in detail discussion can be found in               
Annex B. 

4.2 Use case validation 
In order to demonstrate the use cases we will use a sample repository from GitHub               

database, https://github.com/sevntu-checkstyle/checkstyle-samples, where the code style      
compliance can be readily checked through the use of checkstyle’s maven plugin [R28]. In              
order to avoid an unnecessary notification to the repository owner when creating the pull              
request in UC#4, we will fork the repository into the EOSC-Synergy organisation as shown in               
Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1:Sample repository forked into EOSC-Synergy organization in GitHub. 

 

UC#1. 
The user is capable of creating pipelines based on the available quality criteria 

As part of the General Options, the SQAaaS Web will ask us to fill in the information                 
for the code repositories involved in the SQA analysis. Our example is just composed of a                
single repository (checkstyle-examples), so we add the required details: 

 

Figure 4.2: Filling in the location and identifier of each code repository needed for the SQA analysis. 

 

Then, we need to define the composer. We would need a Docker image with the               
maven tool pre-installed, so as shown in Figure 4.3, the official maven image from Docker               
Hub is used. 
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Figure 4.3:Information required by Docker Compose to spawn the service that will be used to run the 
maven tool 

 

When the “Add service” button is pushed, a new service “maven-testing” is created.             
Now we can proceed with the actual criteria definition through the “SQA criteria” view. As               
highlighted in Section 3.2, the JePL component supports 5 different types of criteria from the               
Software and Service baselines. In our example, we will use the “qc_style” since we need to                
check the compliance of the code with the defined style standard. 
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Figure 4.4:SQA criteria selection 

For the “qc_style” criterion, we are requested to select the repository and the service              
(previously done) from a drop-down list. Here, we select the repository (checkstyle-samples)            
and service (maven-testing) just created. As the final requirement, we need to add the set of                
commands that are needed to run the code style check. In our case, as shown in Figure 4.5,                  
we just need a single command. 

 

Figure 4.5:Set of commands that take part in the criterion validation. 

 

As the last step, we only need to hit the “Create Pipeline” button within the “Actions”                
panel, as shown in Figure 4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6: Once the configuration (code repositories and services) and the SQA criteria information is 
added, the pipeline can be created. 

 

The “Create Pipeline” action triggers a request to the SQAaaS API, which returns the              
pipeline ID, as shown in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.7: The SQAaaS API returns a unique identifier (UUID) when a pipeline is successfully 
created 

  
UC#2. 
The user is capable of obtaining the results from the pipeline execution 

Once the pipeline is created following the previous steps from UC#1, the SQAaaS             
Web allows the user to run the pipeline in order to check how the new pipeline performs. In                  
order to do that, the SQAaaS API leverages the available EOSC-Synergy’s Jenkins CI             
instance. To execute the pipeline simply click on the “Run pipeline” button, as shown in               
Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.8: Once the pipeline is created, the SQAaaS Web allows the user to run the pipeline in 
Jenkins. 

 

The API responds with the pipeline’s build URL in Jenkins. With this URL, the user               
can check the status (as provided by Jenkins) of the pipeline execution, as it is shown in                 
Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.9: The user can check the status of the pipeline execution, as reported by Jenkins. 
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UC#3. 
The user is capable of downloading the resultant pipeline, meant to be manually 
added to a source code repository 

Regardless of the pipeline execution feature being described in UC#2, once the            
pipeline is created, by following the steps in UC#1, the user can download it in order to be                  
added to her/his own code repository. As a first approach, the SQAaaS tool offers the               
possibility to download the pipeline, i.e. the JePL file structure, as a zip file, by clicking on the                  
“Generate Files” button. This action will download the files locally. 

 

Figure 4.10: The pipeline, i.e. the JePL files, can be downloaded locally to be subsequently added to 
the user’s code repository. 

 

UC#4. 
The user is capable of requesting a pull request to automatically add the resultant 
pipeline in a source code repository 

As an alternative option to UC#3, the SQAaaS offers a more immediate way to add               
the resultant pipeline to the user’s code repository, i.e. by means of a PR, as shown in                 
Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: The PR is created in the GitHub repository selected by the user. 

 

Either by adding the JePL files manually after download them as a zip file, or in the                 
event of creating a PR to the user’s code repository, the SQAaaS provides a ready-to-use               
pipeline, validated by the actions in UC#2, which can be used in any given Jenkins CI                
server, and thus, the pipeline is not attached to the EOSC-Synergy Jenkins CI instance. 

 

4.3 Validation by Thematic Services 
In this section we describe the adoption of the SQAaaS platform by the             

EOSC-Synergy Thematic Services (TS). In this first phase selected Thematic Services have            
been selected to act as early adopters. They provide feedback and assistance in the              
validation of the platform, while simultaneously benefiting from the core functionalities that            
are already available. The creation of production pipelines for these Thematic Services has             
been already described in Milestone 3.3. 
 
The selected Thematic Services are: 

● WORSICA: reference TS for a Python project with wider requirements 
● SAPS: reference TS for a Java project 
● O3as: project that runs several independent Docker containers, using mainly Python 

 

WORSICA has already implemented the SQaaS JePL for all provided criteria using            
Docker compose with a more complex Docker compose deployment having multiple           
repositories and services dependencies. Next phase implementation will focus on further           
improving the integration with JePL using Kubernetes composer. The deployment of the            
SQA pipeline for WORSICA is fully operational and has been described and achieved in the               
EOSC-Synergy Milestone 3.3 Working CI/CD pipeline for WorSiCa thematic service. 
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SAPS is currently using generic command execution support from JePL, since is not             
available the maven builder yet. Next library release will provide the support for maven              
builder for TS integration. CD will use the Kubernetes composer being developed in parallel              
for WORSICA. 

O3as consists of several components which are delivered in form of Docker containers             
and can be updated independently. Therefore the pipelines are being implemented           
separately for each component repository (currently implemented 2 out of 4). They use             
DockerCompose composer for all criteria with the simplified JePL template as of now, relying              
on the information provided in the config.yml. Further implementation will include all            
components, update of the documentation website, and deployment in Kubernetes. 
 

 

 

5. Roadmap for future work 
In this section we will provide an overview of the prospective work with regards to the                

final implementation of the SQAaaS tool. 

5.1 Next prototypes (1.1 & 1.2) 
The forthcoming prototypes of the SQAaaS solution are already planned in terms of             

features expected, and as part of the adoption of agile development methodology, the             
specific issues are progressively being identified and managed through Kanban boards           
[R29]. As it is expected, the next prototype (1.1) is far more mature in terms of planned work. 

● The Prototype 1.1 (M22) will focus on the reporting capabilities, currently missing in             
the present MVP. This feature is especially relevant for enabling the second SQAaaS             
scenario, the OQA, being described in Section 2. In particular, the functional            
requirements for the Prototype 1.1 are summarized below: 

○ Generate a report that is aligned with the criteria from the Software and             
Service QA baselines 

○ Increase the support for SQA criteria from such baselines: 
■ Software-related: support code management criteria, such as       

licensing, documentation and accessibility. 
■ Service-related: enable the operation of the CD part of the SDLC in            

order to validate the services once deployed in a staging          
environment. 

● The Prototype 1.2 (M30) will provide the final version of the SQAaaS solution, and              
thus, the fundamental requirement is to provide the ability to issue digital badges             
according to the results obtained from executing the pipelines. Some work has been             
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already carried out in this regard with the delivery of a white paper covering the state                
of the art solutions [R30], and the deployment of a Badgr instance [R31]. Throughout              
this last phase, we will continue to support additional criteria from the QA baselines. 

5.2 Integration of FAIR assessment tools 
For assuring FAIRness of data and any digital object, there are different components             

that need to be available. First of all, the digital objects themselves should be accompanied               
by proper metadata as well as a Persistent Identifier (PID). Furthermore, this needs to be               
accessible via protocols like HTTP, supported by services such as repositories. Therefore,            
regarding FAIR assessment tools both FAIRness checking at digital object level and            
repositories themselves can be taken into account to be integrated. 

FAIR assessments tools are services that check a digital object in order to show how               
the FAIR principles are well adopted or not. In particular, EOSC-synergy focuses on those              
that enable automatic mechanisms to perform the analysis. This means that the tools are              
software that interchange information between the digital object hosting and they are            
programmed using any language. Therefore, the tools can benefit and improve their quality             
being integrated in systems like SQAaaS. In particular, the tools to explore are F-UJI [R32]               
and the FAIR evaluator for DIGITAL.CSIC [R33]. Apart from exploring ways to integrate the              
software to improve their quality, an analysis will be performed aiming at integration of these               
capabilities in SQAaaS in the final version. 

Within EOSC-synergy, two different repository frameworks are being used:         
Dataverse [R34] and DSpace [R35]. Both of them are including self-development features,            
so the extended code is being maintained under the project umbrella. The modular             
architecture, based on Docker in both cases, allows the adoption of a DevOps approach. So               
that the repository solutions can directly benefit from the developments of the project as well               
as adopting a CI/CD approach. Furthermore, automatic features to get information about            
how the repository supports FAIR data is taken into consideration. 

6. Conclusions 
The present document describes the first prototype of the SQAaaS solution,           

conceived as one of the main outcomes of the EOSC-Synergy project. The prototype             
corresponds to the first iteration or MVP, where a minimal, but valuable, functionality is              
provided, as a result of the development and integration efforts done in the underlying              
components being described.  

The MVP has been demonstrated to work through the fulfillment of a set of use cases                
that make it a viable solution to graphically compose, run, check the status and download               
-for individual use- quite complex CI/CD pipelines. The eligible criteria is being implemented             
according to the Software and Service QA baselines that are being delivered  
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by the EOSC-Synergy project. 

The present prototype addresses the criteria that encompasses the CI phase, and            
thus, the forthcoming releases will extend the support towards the undertaking of the CD              
phase. Furthermore, the reporting capabilities will be enhanced to produce more meaningful            
results that showcase the coverage of the criteria from the QA baselines being fulfilled once               
the CI/CD pipeline is executed. Last but not least, the final prototype will deliver digital               
badges according to those results. 
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Annex A - State of the art solutions for static          
websites 

Web development: LAMP vs JAMStack 
Web development has experienced important changes in the last years. Traditional           

web-based stacks based on LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP) are being slowly phased             
out in favour of modern approaches such as JAMStack.  

A LAMP stack requires a Linux-based machine on which a web server such as              
Apache serves the web typically coded in a certain server-side programming language such             
as PHP which may interact with a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) such             
as MySQL in order to support data persistence. This architectural stack has probably been              
the most prominent one used in the last decades. However, it faces several constraints.              
First, both the underlying operating system (OS) of the machine and the web server need to                
be regularly updated to be protected against the vulnerabilities that may eventually be found.              
Failure to do this will result in a compromised machine and result in a data leak or the usage                   
of computing and storage resources for other nefarious purposes such as cryptomining.            
Second, the computing resources allocated to the website must be sized appropriately for             
the workload that users are expected to produce when accessing the web page. On the one                
hand, underprovisioning these resources typically results in temporal disruptions of the           
expected Level of Service (LoS) perceived by the users, with increased latencies that are              
unacceptable by users. On the other hand, overprovisioning these resources causes them to             
be wasted and not available for other purposes. If these resources are provisioned from a               
public Cloud, this is translated into an excess cost that should be minimised. Indeed,              
web-based workloads are typically unpredictable, non-steady and showing usage peaks          
along the time, thus hindering the ability to fine-tune the allocated resources to the web               
server.  
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R34 Dataverse https://dataverse.org/ 

R35 DSpace https://www.dspace.com/ 

https://dataverse.org/
https://www.dspace.com/


                                                                           
 

 

Figure A.1: Traditional web-based architecture. 

This is why these traditional web-based applications have benefitted from their           
deployment in a public Cloud, as shown in Figure A.1, where auto-scaling services provide              
the ability to deploy additional Virtual Machines (VMs) with replicas of the web server and               
the web site on-demand depending on the actual workload. The usage of highly-scalable             
load balancers allow to distribute incoming workloads among a set of VMs in charge of               
processing HTTP requests. Notice, though, that these are complex architectures that require            
a careful stateless design (the web state should be persisted in a database external to the                
VM and shared among all the VMs). Of course, this auto-scaled architecture results in a               
non-negligible cost.  

In order to overcome this issue, an architectural style based on static web sites,              
which only feature HTML, CSS and JavaScript, has appeared and it has recently been              
coined as JAMStack [R13]. The acronym JAM stands for JavaScript, APIs and Markup, and              
it stands for a new architectural pattern for web applications, where pre-rendered content is              
deployed to a Content Delivery Network (CDN) and made dynamic by the use of APIs which                
are typically the entry point to microservices. In turn, these microservices may also be              
backed by serverless functions in order to benefit from their high elasticity, and scale-to-zero              
capabilities, where no cost is generated unless the function is executed.  

 

Figure A.2: Traditional web-based architecture (left) vs JAMStack approach (right). Source: [R13] 
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Website generators 
There are a myriad of static website generators, as indicated in [R2] and there also               

exist numerous JavaScript frameworks that provide the ability to generate static web sites.             
Concerning JavaScript frameworks, the following table shows several popular examples,          
together with the selected technological choice. Performing a detailed comparison among           
the frameworks is out of scope of this document: 
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Framework Motto Comment 

Vue.js - https://vuejs.org/ 

 

The Progressive 
JavaScript Framework 
 

An incrementally adoptable 
ecosystem that scales between 
a library and a full-featured 
framework.  

Angular - https://angular.io/ 

 

One framework. 
Mobile & desktop. 
 

Learn one way to build 
applications with Angular and 
reuse your code and abilities to 
build apps for any deployment 
target. For web, mobile web, 
native mobile and native 
desktop. 

React - https://reactjs.org/

 

A JavaScript library for building 
user interfaces 
 
 

React makes it painless to 
create interactive UIs. Design 
simple views for each state in 
your application, and React will 
efficiently update and render 
just the right components when 
your data changes. 

NuxtJS - https://nuxtjs.org/ 

 

The Intuitive 
Vue Framework 
 

Build your next Vue.js 
application with confidence 
using NuxtJS. An open source 
framework making web 
development simple and 
powerful. 

https://vuejs.org/
https://angular.io/
https://reactjs.org/
https://nuxtjs.org/


                                                                           
 

Web hosting 
Concerning the hosting of the static web site, the following table summarises the             

most notable options: 
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Static Website Hosting Motto Comment 

Amazon S3 - 
https://aws.amazon.com/s3

 

Object storage built 
to store and retrieve 
any amount of data 
from anywhere 
 

You can use Amazon S3 to host a static 
website. On a static website, individual 
web pages include static content. They 
might also contain client-side scripts. 

Netlify - 

 

The fastest way to 
build the fastest sites 

Use hosted API services to provide 
advanced functionality for your 
applications in record time, with no new 
infrastructure to manage. It’s 
superpowers for frontend teams. 

GitHub pages - 
https://pages.github.com/ 

 

Websites for you and 
your projects. 

Hosted directly from your GitHub 
repository. Just edit, push, and your 
changes are live. 

Firebase - 
https://firebase.google.com/doc
s/hosting 

 

Firebase Hosting 
provides fast and 
secure hosting for 
your web app, static 
and dynamic 
content, and 
microservices. 
 
 
 

Firebase Hosting is production-grade 
web content hosting for developers. With 
a single command, you can quickly 
deploy web apps and serve both static 
and dynamic content to a global CDN 
(content delivery network). 

https://vuejs.org/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3
https://pages.github.com/
https://firebase.google.com/docs/hosting
https://firebase.google.com/docs/hosting


                                                                           
 

Annex B - Integration of SQAaaS components 
Although the components being presented constitute the core elements for the           

implementation of the SQAaaS solution, some of them such as JePL can be directly              
leveraged without the need of the SQAaaS. In this section we describe the integration of               
JePL with the SQAaaS Web and API. Last but not least, we conclude with the values                
obtained by Google Analytics for the usage of the SQAaaS Web. 

JePL integration with the SQAaaS Web and API 
The SQAaaS Web and API harness the benefits of JePL. Figure B.1 represents the              

SQAaaS Web compilation and generation by means of a JePL approach. Listings B.1 to B.3               
show the content of the 3-file structure, required by JePL, that enables the workflow              
illustrated in Figure B.1. As it can be seen in the config.yml from Listing B.2, the installation                 
of the necessary packages to compile the web is executed first, then the web is compiled                
and finally the compiled files are uploaded to the github-pages branch. Once the pipeline has               
been executed in the gh-pages branch, the documentation for the web interface is updated.              
This github branch has been configured to access through an EOSC-Synergy domain            
(https://sqaaas.eosc-synergy.eu). Through this URL, users can access the services of the           
SQAaaS Web app. 

This same approach is followed to generate the SQAaaS API documentation,           
whenever the API specification is modified. The API documentation is also offered via             
GitHub Pages, and accordingly, the static page is regenerated and uploaded to the             
gh-pages branch on each pipeline execution. Furthermore, a previous check is performed,            
consisting in the validation of the API specification, as a requirement for building the API               
documentation. 

 
Figure B.1:Flow diagram of SQAaaS Web integration with JePL. 
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Listing B.1: config.yml file. 

 

Listing B.2: docker-composer.yml file. 
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config: 

credentials: 

    - id: userpass_sqaaas_web 
      username_var: GIT_USER 
      password_var: GIT_PASSWORD 
 

sqa_criteria: 

  qc_doc: 

    repos: 

      sqaaas-web: 

        container: node 
        commands: 

          - >  
            env GIT_ASKPASS=/sqaaas-web/.git_credential_helper.sh 

            npm --prefix /sqaaas-web run deploy -- 

            --user="Diana M. Naranjo <dnaranjo@i3m.upv.es>" 

 

--repo=https://${GIT_USER}@github.com/eosc-synergy/sqaaas-web 

version: "3.7" 
 

services: 

  node: 

    image: node 
    container_name: node 
    hostname: "sqaaas-web" 
    volumes: 

     - type: bind 
       source: ./ 
       target: /sqaaas-web 
    command: sleep infinity 

@Library(['github.com/indigo-dc/jenkins-pipeline-library@release/2.1.0']) _ 
 

def projectConfig 

 

pipeline { 

    agent any 

 



                                                                           
 

Listing B.3: Jenkinsfile. 

 

SQAaaS Web integration with Google Analytics 
Google Analytics is a free web analytics tool that offers statistical information on website              
traffic. The information provided by this tool allows, among other things, to analyze how              
users who visit a website behave, together with demographic information. 

SQAaaS Web has support for Google Analytics in order to collect statistical            
information on access to the web application. Figure B.2 shows an example of user behavior               
metrics: number of users who visit the web page, average number of pages visited by each                
user, how long users spend on each one and which pages are the most visited, among                
others.  
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    stages { 

        stage('SQA baseline dynamic stages') { 
            when { 

                anyOf { 

                    branch 'master' 
                } 

            } 

            steps { 

                script { 

                    projectConfig = pipelineConfig() 

                    buildStages(projectConfig) 

                } 

            } 

            post { 

                cleanup { 

                    cleanWs() 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 



                                                                           
 

 

Figure B.2: User behavior metrics in Google Analytics. 
 

Another of the most attractive functions of Google Analytics is the Realtime, Figure B.3,              
since it allows you to monitor the activity of the website while it occurs. Each visit is recorded                  
in a matter of seconds and reports are continually updated. 
 

 
Figure B.3: Realtime panel in Google Analytics. 
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Finally, another of the functionalities that was considered interesting to include in the web              
application is the monitoring of events, Figure B.4. This allows you to track the              
interaction/activity of a specific user on a specific element of the web page. 
 

 

Figure B.4: Event tracking in Google Analytics. 

 

The integration of Google Analytics with SQAaaS Web provides useful statistical information            
concerning the activity of the users. This provides the opportunity to change elements such              
as the design, and the usefulness of the content according to the acceptance rates of the                
web application. 
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